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ABSTRACT
The key result is the following. Let A be a closed (local) compactoid in a Banach space E over
a non-archimedean valued field K. If F is a K-Banach space and T: E-+F is a continuous linear
map then TA CATA for each Ae K, IAI> I. As an application the existence of the finest admissible
topology of countable type on a locally convex space is proved.
TERMINOLOGY (For unexplained terms we refer to [2], [8], [4]).
Throughout K is a non-archimedean valued field that is complete with respect
to the metric induced by the non-trivial valuation II. A subset A of a K-vector
space E is absolutely convex if it is a module over the ring {A E K: IAI ::5I}. For
a subset X of E, the K-vector space generated by X is denoted [X], the smallest
absolutely convex set containing X is denoted co X. If AcE is absolutely
convex and the valuation of K is dense we set
A e : = n AA.
AEK
IAI>l
A is edged if A =Ae• Let E be a locally convex space over K. An absolutely
convex subset A of E is a compactoid (local compactoid) if for each zero
neighbourhood U in E there exists a finite set S with A C U + co S (A C U + [S]).
The closure of a set XcE is X.
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INTRODUCTION
For a closed local compactoid A in a Banach space E over K consider the
following statement.
(*) If Fis a K-Banach space and T: E-+Fis a continuous linear map then
TA is closed.
From [2], Theorem 6.28 it follows that, if K is spherically (= maximally)
complete, (*) is true. However the same theorem states that, if K is not
spherically complete, (*) is true if and only if A is finite dimensional! With this
in mind it is rather surprising that yet (TA)e is always closed. This result is the
heart of this paper (see Theorem 1.4).
To avoid trivialities and needless complications, from now on in this paper
we assume that K is NOT spherically complete (which implies that the valuation
is dense).
§ 1 THE THEOREM
Throughout § 1 E is a Hausdorff locally convex space over K. We shall
frequently use the following observation. If A eE is absolutely convex then A e
is closed if and only if A e A e.
LEMMA 1.1. Let BeE, CeK be closed and absolutely convex, aeE. Let
i ..... x, == b,+ cia (b,e B, c,e C) be a net in B + Ca converging to O.
(i) If a e K, aa e B then Ic;I<lal for large i.
(ii) If CanB= {O} then lim; c;a=O and lim; b;=O.
(iii) IfCanB*{O} and ).,eK, 1).,1>1 then x;e)"Bfor large i.
PROOF. (i) If J: = {i: Ic,I~ jal} were cofinal then from Iac;-II s 1 we obtain
lim;EJ (ac;-lb;+aa)=O while ac;-lb;eB. Thus, aa e Bw B, a contradiction.
(ii) We may suppose Ca*{O}. Let e>O, choose an aeCwith O<lal<e.
Then aae B so, by (i), Ic;1 < lal <e for large i implying lim; c;=O (and
lim; b;=O).
(iii) Let C1 : = {.u e K: ua e B}. By assumption, C1*{O}, we may suppose
C1*K. So either C1={.ueK: l.ul<r} or C1={.ueK: l.ulsr} for some posi-
tive real number r. Choose aeKwith r<lal<I).,lr. Then al$C1 so aa s B, By
(i) we have Ic;I<lal for large i implying c;ae).,C1ae).,B and x;=b;+c;aeB+
+).,Be).,B.
COROLLARY 1.2. If BeE is closed and absolutely convex and aeE then for
each absolutely convex CeK the set (B+ Ca)e is closed.
PROOF. If CanB= {O} it follows directly from Lemma 1.1 (ii) that B+ Ca,
hence (B+Ca)e is closed. So suppose CanB*{O}, let ).,eK, 1).,1>1. We shall
prove that B+ Cae)"(B+ Ca). In fact, let i ..... x;= b;+c;a (b;eB, c.e C) be a net
in B + Ca converging to x e E. By Lemma 1.1 (iii), x, - Xje).,B for some j and
all ie.j. As xj+).,B is closed we have xexj+).,Bebj+cja+).,BeB+Ca+
+)"Be)"(B+Ca).
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NOTE. B+ Ca is not always closed ([2], 6.25).
Let X J, X 2, ••• be absolutely convex subsets of E. We write
lim Xn=O
if for each zero neighbourhood U in E we have XnC U for large n. We shall
use the following observation. If BCE is absolutely convex then
B= n(B+Xn)·
n
LEMM.\ 1.3. Let A be a complete metrizable local compactoid in E, let Ae K,
IAI> 1. Then there exist absolutely convex sets Xl' X 2, . .. with dim [Xn] :51 for
each nand lim n_oo X; = 0 such that A C ~ X nC AA.
PRom . By metrizability there exists a sequence VJ ::> V2 ::> ••• of absolutely
convex zero neighbourhoods in E with limn_oo VnnA =0. Choose A\,A2' .,. in
K, IA;\ > 1 for each i, In A;\ :5IAI. Let us call a subset of E decomposable if it
is a finite sum of absolutely convex sets of dimension :51. By [7], Theorem 3.4
there exists a decomposable OJCAIA such that A C VI + OJ (here we use the
completeness of A). Then A C V\ n AJ A + OJ, By the same theorem, there
exists a decomposable 02CA2(VlnAIA) such that VlnA IACV2+02. Then
VlnA1A C V2nAIA2A + O2 so that A C V2nAJA2A + O2+ 0 1, etc . Inductively
we arrive at decomposable sets OJ, O2, ••• such that 0nCAA, On+JCAn+ \(Vnn
nAIA2... AnA)CA(VnnA) and A C VnnAA + ~~~l OJ for each n e rN . Since
limn_oo VnnAA =0 we have limn_oo On=O and A C nn (~Oj+ VnnAA)=
= ~ OJ. To arrive at the conclusion it suffices to decompose each nonzero OJ
into onedimensional sets.
THEOREM 1.4. Let A be a complete metrizable local compactoid in E.
(i) IfF is a Hausdorff locally convex space over K and T : E-+F is a continuous
K-Iinear map then (TA)e is complete.
(ii) If BcE is absolutely convex and closed (complete) then (A +B)e is closed
(complete).
PROOF. It suffices to prove that (TA + B)e is closed for any closed absolutely
convex BcF. Let AeK, IAI> 1, xe TA +B; we shall prove that xeA(TA +B).
Choose A]>A2"" e K with IAjl>1 for each i, IAJ!2:5IAI, I IL~ 2 A j l :5 IA d . Let
XI' X 2, ... be as in Lemma 1.3 with A C ~ XnCAtA. Set An: = ~i~n X,
(ne rN). (Then limn_co An=O and lim n_oo TAn=O .) Since, by Corollary 1.2,
TA +BC TXI+TA2+BCA2TX\ +A2(TA2+B)
Thus,
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where X2 EX2 and Y3 E TA 3 +B etc. Inductively we arrive at a sequence tl' t 2, •••
where tjEAIXjCATACAA for each i such that for each nElN
X==T(t l + ... +tn)+Zn +1
while
Zn+1 EAI(TAn+1+B).
From limn_co Xn==O it follows that limn_co tn==O. By completeness of AA,
t: == ~;~l tn exists and is in AA. Then Z: ==limn_co zn must also exist. It lies in
Aln n (TAn+B) which is AlB since limn_co TAn==O. We see that x== Tt+
+ZEATA +AIBCA(TA +B).
REMARKS
1. To see the relevance of the metrizability condition, let A be the 'closed'
unit ball of Co. By reflexivity ([3], Theorem 4.17) A is a complete compactoid
for the weak topology a(co,/''''). For the inclusion map T: cOc..KN , (TA)e is
not closed in K N (the sequence (1,0,0, ), (1, 1,0,0, ... ), (1, I, 1,0,0, ... ), ... is
in TA and converges in K N to (1,1,1, )t1:co:J(TA)e.)
2. If a metrizable absolutely convex ACE satisfies (i) of Theorem 1.4 then
A e is a complete local compactoid. (Reduce it to the case where E is a Banach
space and use the idea of the proof of [2), Theorem 6.28, (a)-+(p».
§ 2 THE FINEST ADMISSIBLE TOPOLOGY OF COUNTABLE TYPE
As an application we have the following theorem which was proved in [1],
Theorem 3.2 under the additional hypothesis that E' be a(E', E)-sequentially
complete.
THEOREM 2.1. Let (E, r) be a locally convex space over K with dual E'. Then
among all locally convex topologies v on E oj countable type such that
(E, v)' ==E' there exists a finest one vo .
PROOF. Let!Jl be the collection of all subsets of E' that are complete metri-
zable edged compactoids with respect to the (Hausdorff) topology a(E', E). If
A, BE !Jl then there exists aCE !Jlwith A UB C C. (Indeed, by Theorem 1.4 we
may take C: :::: (A +B)e.) This crucial fact yields that 9' is a special covering of
E' in the sense of [4), Definition 7.3 so that the topology Vo on E, defined by
the seminorms x ...... sup {lj(x)1 :jEA}, where A runs through fJl, is admissible
by [4], Proposition 7.4. From [6], Theorem 5.1 it then follows easily that vo is
the finist admissible topology of countable type.
REMARKS
1. Let Vn be the finest nuclear topology :sVo (which exists by [1], Theorem
4.3). Then vn is the finest admissible nuclear topology of (E, r). Thus, the
condition of sequential completeness in [1], 5.1, can also be dropped.
2. Let 90 be the special covering of E' consisting of all edged finite
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dimensional compactoids. Let A eE' be any complete edged compactoid (with
respect to a(E', E». With Theorem 1.4(ii) one easily deduces that there exists
a special covering :) 90 having A as a member. Therefore, if (E, r) has a
Mackey topology (i.e. a finest polar admissible topology) then it has to be the
topology of uniform convergence on all complete compactoids of (E', a(E', E».
Whether this topology is admissible or not is unknown.
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